
XXCatCat Prototypical replica of an Xcat racing 
catamaran with outboard dummies

Artikel-Nr.:  1718-S
  1718-S-BB (Bundle)

Building Tipps



Introduction
Congratulations on the purchase of your original MHZ hull. This is a model-like replica of an Xcat racing catamaran with 
a hull length of 1050 millimeters. The Xcat category is a spectacular racing class in which catamarans with outboard en-
gines compete on circuits on inland waterways and open sea.

Our model is designed for operation with so-called lookalike outboard drives, where the outboard motors are only used as 
rudder and strut stystem, but the actual drive motors are located inside the hull. Normal outboards can of course also be 
used, but these instructions refer to the installation of our dummy outboards.

The following explanations are intended to provide guidelines on how to design and build the model. Building model boats 
is a creative process. Be creative and build your boat. Read this guide carefully before you start building. We hope you 
enjoy building and operating your Xcat from MHZ Powerboats!

Work preparation
For an ideal building process, you should look for a suitable place where you can leave the model for a few days, for 
example when glues and resins have to harden.

Arrange your construction site in such a way that there is space for the model itself, as well as for the required tools and 
the attachments to be installed.

Center of gravity
During the entire construction phase, make sure that the center of gravity of the boat is correct. With the MHZ Xcat, this 
must be 28 to 34% of the fuselage length measured from the transom. That sounds more complicated than it is. The Xcat 
is 1050mm long. 28% of 1050mm is 294mm. So measure 294mm forward from the transom and mark that point. This is 
where the focus of the Xcat lies.

If you now build the boat and determine the layout, i.e. the positions of the individual components, place them as you 
think and lift the model with one finger each on the left and right at the center of gravity and check whether it is balanced. 
If this is not the case, move the components in the fuselage - controller, receiver and especially batteries - until the center 
of gravity is correct. If the center of gravity is not chosen correctly, the boat cannot perform or may not even drive at all.

To build the MHZ Xcat you need the following tools and materials:

• Various screwdrivers, depending on the hardware used
• Various adhesives, superglue
• Various epoxy resins, short drying times (5 & 20 minutes) for fixing components, long drying times (90 minutes & 24 
hours) for permanent assembly or polymer glue 
• Bolts and nuts, depending on the hardware used
• Hand drill with different drill bits
• Step drill
• various files & abrasives
• Protractors & Rulers
• Measuring tool,vernier caliper



MHZ products
• 1718-S XCatamaran Catamaran 1050mm
• 1729-6-2 Outboard Drive 4.75mm Black
• 1718-S-AS2.2 ESC Bracket XCatamaran 1050mm
• 1718-S-AS1.2 Motor Mount XCatamaran 1050mm
• 1070-1 Hull Gasket Stern Tube Aluminum 4.75mm (3/16“) Silver
• 1002 brass PTFE tube Ø 7mm
• 1090-R flexible shaft Ø 4.75mm right 1m
• 1090 flexible shaft Ø 4.75mm left 1m
• 1036 Collet Coupling 5mm - 4.75mm Aluminum 7075
• 1790 cooling water inlet water intake water inlet plastic S
• 1795 cooling water outlet water outlet L
• 1551 silicone hose 4mm 1m
• 1556 clip clamp 4 pieces of spring steel
• 2125 battery holder battery holder LiPo holder Lipo holder 40mm GRP
• 2213 brushless motor 4082/2000 inrunner
• 2219 water cooling jacket Cooling jacket Ø 40mm brushless motors
• 1833 rudder linkage linkage set cable
• 1648 Rubber Boot Bellows 5-32mm
• 2254 flex shaft retainer with ball bearing and 4.75mm grease nipple
• 1012 stern tube mount 7mm aluminum
• 1802 Boat Lid Latch Aluminum 6 pieces
• 14171.41 Propeller 4.75mm Left Drive Dog 41mm
• 14171.41R Propeller 4.75mm Right Drive Dog 41mm

Preparing the hull
After unpacking, you should inspect the hull for any damage or 
defects. In preparation, the inside of the hull should be wiped out 
with degreasing cleaning agents, f.e. spirit, to ensure the best 
possible adhesive bonds.

First of all, a center line should be marked in pencil both on the 
transom and inside the hull, from which all measurements will 
be taken. On the transom, this line is used as the mirror axis to 
mirror the holes in the drive that was installed first on the other 
side. Now determine the center of the first drive that you want to 
mount. We start with the right drive. Measure the hump on the 
transom and find the center of the hump. Now draw the center 
line perpendicular to the glued edge of the hull and deck, which 
we will use as the reference edge. Mirror this vertical line to the 

left side of the torso. Now draw a straight line at the level of the adhesive edge at right angles to the vertical. With the help 
of this grid, all dimensions can now be displayed symmetrically on the transom.

Hull transmittion
To ensure that the outboard dummies work as well as possible and 
that the flex shafts are not bent too much when steering, we recom-
mend using the MHZ hull bushings (1070-1). Measure 10.5mm up 
from the bottom of the right vertical and mark that point. This marks 
the center point of the hole for the fuselage bushing. Drill a hole 
here and widen it to 19mm. Now fit the fuselage bushings so that 
they are flush with the transom and lie straight in the fuselage.



Motor mount
To fit the motor mount (1718-S-AS1.2), mount the drive motor (2213) 
together with the cooling jacket (2219) and collet coupling (1036) on the 
motor mount and push it into the fuselage float. Guide the brass stern 
tube (1002) with the ptfe tube through the hull bushing. Align the stern 
tube and motor/collet coupling precisely. You can use the flex shaft 
installed later for this. The components must be aligned in such a way 
that the shaft slides into the coupling without much resistance. The flex 
shafts can compensate for slight deviations, but every bend causes fric-
tion, which is why everything must be installed as straight and smoothly 
as possible, even when using a flex shaft. The stern tube holder can be 
mounted and aligned to secure the installation position of the shaft. If everything is properly positioned, the components 
can be resined or glued with polymer glue

Outboard dummies
The MHZ Xcat is designed for operation with the MHZ outboard dum-
mies (1729-6-2). These are adjustable both in height and in inclinati-
on. Mount the height so that the shafts run straight out of the hull and 
into the drive when in the middle position. The transom is built strong 
enough as standard to absorb the forces while driving. Anyone who 
prefers a maintenance-friendly and even more solid variant can 
make anchor plates made of carbon fiber or GRP and equip them 
with stud bolts and glue them to the transom from the inside. The 
height of the drives can be adjusted very easily with the stud bolts.



Steering
The Xcat is designed for cable steering with two steering 
servos. MHZ offers a special extension kit (1833) for this. If 
this is used, it is important that the angles of the steering arms 
in relation to the cable are exactly the same on both sides. In 
addition, a coupling rod must be attached between the outbo-
ard dummies so that the steering trapeze is complete and the 
forces can be properly transmitted.

When using digital servos with brushless motors, it should be 
noted that these often have problems finding a stable zero 
point with cable pull linkages and therefore begin to oscillate 
around this zero point. You can hear the servos humming. 
In order to prevent the servos from burning out, the cables, 
voltages and the trim and sub-trim must be set precisely. A 
correct setting is given when no more servo hums.

Water cooling
The water cooling is the most important helper that your expensive electronic components do not go up in smoke due to 
the high load of operation on water. It is therefore essential that the electronics are always kept at acceptable temperatu-
res by water cooling.

The cooling water intakes (1790) should 
be placed in the running surfaces of the 
boat in such a way that they feed water 
into the cooling circuit in the majority of 
all driving situations. We recommend 
installing on the last step and the inner 
tread 45mm from the transom (from the 
front edge of the inlet) and 10mm from 
the inner edge. For this you have to 
make a 14x6mm cutout in the fuselage.

End pieces/flex shafts
In order to pull the end pieces out of the outboard dummies, the 
covers must be removed. Now pull the lubricating hose off the 
lubricating nipple and unscrew it. Now remove the 3mm hexa-
gon socket head screw. Underneath is a 3x3mm grub screw. 
Solve these as well. Now you can pull the shaft together with 
the aluminum bearing block backwards out of the dummy. With 

the MHZ outboard dummies, separate shaft locks are not absolutely necessary, since the shaft end piece cannot slip out 
backwards due to the design.

There are various methods for securely mounting the shaft end pieces on the flex shaft. Loctite joining hub shaft, glue 300 
or brazing, everything works if done properly.

Setting
Like all high-performance boats, the Xcat reacts very sensitively to different settings on the drive and the right center of 
gravity. As mentioned above, the center of gravity should be approximately 28 to 34% of the hull from the transom. If the 
center of gravity is too far forward, the model will certainly run straight, but will turn in and tend to tip over when cornering. 
In addition, the electronics get very hot due to the increased friction. A center of gravity that is too far back results in a 
bouncy and unpredictable handling.

Equally important is the position of the wave in relation to the water surface. If the propellers are tilted upwards, the boat 
will glide out of the water faster. If it is set too high, a boat that runs too easily may have a tendency to so-called „blow-
over” a backward rollover.

Find the perfect setup for you. Every driving style is different.

MHZ Powerboats wishes you a lot of fun building and operating your new model racing boat!
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